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as with powerdvd 10, you can use powerdvd to edit media files, and the editing
is limited, of course, but there are plenty of pre-installed utilities and extensions
to get the job done. the cleanest thing you can do is create an iso file from a dvd

or bd rip, or if you do the writing yourself, you can use the utilities supplied.
powerdvd carries on the multimedia legacy of cyberlink and, for good reason, is

one of the best multimedia players on the market. the software is simply a
package of core features wrapped in a pretty intuitive interface that lets you set
things up easily. its also one of the few non-youtube media players to crack the

hd format, including almost all the major blu-ray releases (including the
surprisingly high-quality bdxl discs), and much more from the dvd era. while

cyberlink has always billed powerdvd as a casual tool, you can always load it up
with all sorts of filters and effects, or if you get really ambitious, create custom
skins for the player, which can be shared with others as a complete package or

you can just publish them online as you see fit. media library the cyberlink
powerdvd media library is one of the most advanced yet simple to use media

libraries. it has a clean and intuitive interface that easily allows the user to
navigate through their video files and organize them. media library powerdvd

allows the user to organize their content into a variety of playback folders, such
as music, movies, photo, etc. audio/video discs powerdvd can directly play blu-
ray disc and dvd discs. however, if you have backed up your current discs to a
backup discs image file, you can quickly play them back in powerdvd using the
backup discs image. you can also create your own backup discs image files and

play them back. disc creation powerdvd can read the contents of the original disc
you wish to backup and create the backup disc image file for you. you can
backup one disc at a time and be done with it. powerdvd also allows you to

backup multiple dvds in one go and store them as backup image files.
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powerdvd has a built-in tool that makes it very
easy to create a compilation video. select the

content you wish to include, and select the
output format, as well as the number of copies

you wish to distribute to others. after you’ve set
all the settings, press “create” and you’re on
your way. two of my continuing gripes about

powerdvd are that its a pay program that
doesnt understand directshow filters, and that it
lacks support for a number of legacy codecs. it

handles all the advanced stuff, including
everything hd, 4k, and hfr (high frame rate), but
just some of its fails were flv with the sorenson

spark codec, a mpg-ps file with avc video,
quicktime 6 (road pizza), and ogg theora. also,
navigating an individual vob file from a dvd rip

hung the player. the dvd rip when launched
from the ifo file played fine. windows media

player with the lav filters, media player classic-
home cinema, and vlc (videolan player) all

played these files with nary a hitch. the simplest
way to add more content is to rip more dvds. i
recently did so, and now i’ve got nearly 2,000

individual vob files, all of which have about two
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hours of footage on them. rip your favorites,
and add the files to powerdvd via settings ->

add media. another way to get more content is
to edit the existing vob files. open the selected

vob file, click the edit icon at the top right of the
window, and click the edit window that appears
on the left. select “rip” from the menu to choose

where the video comes from, and then create
the compilation. be aware that some vob files,
and particularly ultra hd blu-ray and 3d blu-ray
discs, have multiple video streams. if you select

“add to compilation” and then try to play the
resulting file, the player will throw an error

message that the file is corrupt. 5ec8ef588b
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